rubik – Document Rubik cube configurations and rotation sequences

The bundle provides two packages:

- rubikcube provides commands for typesetting Rubik cubes and their transformations; and
- rubikrotation which can process a sequence of Rubik rotation moves, with the help of a Perl package executed via \write18 (shell escape) commands.

Sources
/macoslatex/contrib/rubik

Documentation
       README.txt
       Rubikcube package documentation
       Rubikrotation package documentation

Version 4.0
License The \LaTeX{} Project Public License 1.3
Maintainer Dick Nickalls
         Apostolos Syropoulos
Contained in \TeX{} Live as rubik
         MiK\TeX{} as rubik
Topics problems and puzzles, and their solutions

Download the contents of this package in one zip archive (2.2M).

Community Comments

No comments on this package are available yet. You can be the first to rate this package!

Announcements

- 2017-03-06 CTAN update: rubik
- 2015-09-26 CTAN update: rubik

Suggestions

Maybe you are interested in the following packages as well.

- rubikcube: Typeset Rubik cubes and move notation
- was: A collection of small packages by Walter Schmidt
- colorinfo: Retrieve colour model and values for defined colors
- topfloat: Move floats to the top of the page

Rating Summary

☆☆☆☆☆

⊙ 0 [No votes]

This package has not been rated yet. You can be the first one

My Rating
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